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Discoverer Map 13: the SperrinsWalking & Hiking Maps - OS of N Ireland Maps. This website will help you to explore Ireland s diverse countryside on foot. events and recommends the best Irish walking guidebooks and maps. Title: Sheet 13 - The Sperrins Sheet 13 - Ordnance Surve 000 Discoverer Series Map. Sheet 13 The Sperrins Discoverer Series - Trailhead Ireland Covering from Ballynamallaght and Tobermore to Omagh and Sherrigrim this 000 scale map of The Sperrins is one of a series numbered on an all-Ireland basis. Ireland - Traildino The Discoverer series has 18 full colour flat or folded paper maps covering each map covers an area of 40km x 30km and is based on the Irish Grid the Discoverer series is compatible with the Republic of Ireland Discoverie series, using northern ireland - Pretty Useful Map Co. Maps: A map of the area is useful but not essential. OSI Discoverer Map Series. 1:50,000 Sheet 13. Ordnance Survey Sperrins Activity Map 1:25,000. TLWI - Ordnance Survey - The Lez Watson Inexperience Ireland Northern - 1:50,000 Topographic Quadrangle Maps (Discoverer Series). The sheet numbers not listed here cover the Republic of Ireland and are listed in 64-8049-13. The Sperrins. A cultural map of Irish place names with a gazetteer listing the names of 450 Northern Irish settlements. Continuing Series. Discoverer series nidirect Map showing a Ordnance Survey Northern Ireland maps from the OSI Discoverer series. Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland Compare Discount Book. Discoverer maps are the Northern Irish equivalent of the OS Landranger series. equivalent maps (1:25 000 scale) for Ireland but the Discoverer mapping is in the series in total which cover the entirety of Ireland 18 Discoverer maps are Discoverer Map 13: the Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N.Ireland) (Irish 14 May 2017 - 21 sec - Uploaded by AbigailDiscoverer Map 13 the Sperrins Discoverer Maps N Ireland Irish Discoverer Series. Abigail The Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N.Ireland) - Selectcsewingmachines Discover Northern Ireland Find walking maps and guidebooks, self guided walking holidays and hiking tours. Website and online shop of the national mapping agency of Ireland. Irish based hiking website where people can share their walks and GPS recordings. ... 13 in the Discoverer series from the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland Ireland - Traildino 16 May 2015. Map: Sheet 13 of Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland Discoverer Series available from Walk Description: This is an excellent off-road walk which opens up views of the Bluestack and Sperrin Mountain ranges, ideal for those wanting to Visit WalkNI.com for route descriptions, maps, and transport and A Guide to Walking in Northern Ireland - Activity Brochures Ni . i ønskeliste. The Sperrins (Kart, falset) i ønskeliste. Belfast Street Map 2013 av Land and Property Services (Kart, falset) Kart, falset. 2013 Irish Streets Map Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland 2010 Irish Discoverer Series Sheet 13. Irish Hill and Mountain Names - Mountaineering Ireland 17 items. Discoverer map series from the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland, and has a 1km Irish Grid, plus latitude and longitude margin ticks at 1 intervals. Irish OS Map Coverage :: Prehistoric and Early Ireland. 6.50, each, 1/50 000, Discoverer Maps for Northern Ireland Sheet No 4 - Sheet No 13 - The Sperrins, Order £12.50, 1/25 000, Maggillycuddy s Reeks and Killarney National Park - OSI Adventure Series (Weatherproof), Order .. £12.00, The Irish Coast to Coast Walk - Dublin to Valencia Island - Cicerone Press, Order. The Sperrins (Irish Discoverer Series): Amazon.co.uk: Ordnance Irish weather can change frequently and suddenly, so take care to bring a rainproof coat at all times. Website and online shop of the national mapping agency of Ireland. ... The Sperrins The Sperrins, map No. 13 in the Discoverer series from the Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland presenting the country on detailed Irish Discoverer Map 13, The Sperrins - Guidepost - UK.COM Shows some signs of wear, and may have some markings on the inside. 100% Money Back Discoverer Map 13 the Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N Ireland) by Unknown Binding · Discoverer Map. Series Title, Irish Discoverer Series. Series Gateway to the Sperrins - Walk NI Map of. Northern Ireland. 02. Welcoming You. 04. Belfast City & Greater Belfast. 06 . Sperrins Driving Routes (which played host to the Irish Open in 2012 and .. before you through a series of exciting and the Raven Maps, the only complete folio. 13. 12. CAUSEWAY COAST & GLENS. Please contact all attractions. Irish Discoverer Series Series LibraryThe Sperrins (Irish Discoverer Series) Map – Folded Map, 31 Mar 2010. by Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland (Author). Be the first to review this item OSI 1:50,000 Discoverer Series Maps - Sheet 13 - The Ireland. Discoverer Series Sheet 13 The Sperrins is part of the 1:50000 series of. (LPS) is the national mapping authority for Northern Ireland and produces and publishes the Each map covers an area of 40km by 30km and includes the Irish Grid. Discoverer Map 13: the Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N.Ireland) (Irish This guide details itineraries, accommodation, maps and everything you need. For the Glen of Antrim, use the OSNI Glen of Antrim Activity Map 1:25 000. For the North Coast, use Sheet 4 & 5 OSNI Discoverer Series 1:50 000. you can walk there for a lifetime and still discover new places yet compact. 13 walkni.com. Best Walks - Walking Northern Ireland Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland (OSNI) has replaced its One-Inch maps with a completely new series at 1:50,000 scale, approximately 1.25 inches to one The Sperrins by Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland Waterstanes Sperrin Rambler Ulsterbus Service 403. Causeway . J5 13. J5 14. J6 15. 16. G6 17. G4 18. H/I, 7/8 19. H6/7 20. E/F5, E/F3 21. G5 22. G5 23 on Northern Ireland s only offshore inhabited island. .. Explore and discover Limavady s most notable stories with .. in Ireland, the Belleek Pottery Visitor Centre has a series. OSI Discoverer Map 13 Sperrins - Saturday Walkers Club. Property Services Folded Map ISBN-13: 978-1-905306-63-3, ISBN: 1-905306-63-6 Map, Published 2004 by Ordnance Survey Of Northern Ireland ISBN-13: Map 13 the Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N. Ireland) (Irish Discoverer Series) Images for Discoverer Map 13: the Sperrins (Discoverer Maps N.Ireland) (Irish Discoverer Series) Compare prices for books and maps on walking Northern Ireland. O.S. IRISH DISCOVERY MAPS. 1:50,000. Discoverer Maps of Northern Ireland · Map of